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I am moved to comment in support of your invitation to authors, published as an editorial in the September 1993 issue, to submit their proceedings papers suitably extended to Optical Engineering. Perhaps if this policy had been observed in the middle of the last decade, your author Reynolds et al., appearing in the same issue, would have seen the paper by Biddles and Baker describing the use of retroreflective material for inspecting transmitting and reflecting surfaces, published apparently some eight years before their discovery.
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While we agree wholeheartedly with making selected material from proceedings more accessible, we are not convinced that it has any bearing on our paper. The authors are aware of Biddles and Baker’s device (as well as similar retroreflective-based inventions), having discovered them during our patent search. It is clear to us that our use of nonscanned full-field illumination with a noncoincident light source makes the hardware configuration unique and significantly different from those devices, postulated by others, that have made use of retroreflection.